


On Heidegger's Antisemitism

The Peter Trawny Affair

RJ( I I \RD \VOI r. .

TIlt pllblication bistory a/Marrr"1 HeidelJl}erJs work is,;1/ part, a tale of selective
and mbst411tiVt textual exput;f)atiom. 01lly nettltly, with tbe publication of
The Black Notebooks, has it become clear tlJat many arthe Masters pro-Nazi and
JU'tistHliti, declarations hape been systematica/ty extruded from the published per-
sions ofhiJ lecturt tOIlNtS ond seminars. Tbe fo/rowing article exp/()res tins problem
in relation to Peter TraJl.l1ly'srteently publisbtd Heide!J!Jcrapo/ogin..e,Heideggcr
and the: Myth of a Jewish World Conspiracy fwd Freedom to Fail: Hcidcgger's
Anarchy.

ince the early 1950s, a deceptive and misguided editorial policy has
marred the publication history of Heidcggcr's work. It is now dear
that a variety of editors and literary executors have engaged in a sys-
tematic effort to suppress traces of the philosopher's pro-Nazi and
antisemitic convictions.' With the publication in 2014-2015 of the ini-
tial four volumes of the so-called Black Notebooks (Martin Heideggcr,
Gesamtausgt<be [Collected Works], vols. 94-97), the ideological central-
ity of such elements in Heidegger's thought has become indubitable.
Hence, we are now aware of the extent to which Heidcgger, as a philos-
opher of "temporality" and "historicity," accorded ationa! ociaJism a
pivotal role in his rnetanarrative of Sei,ugeschiclJte (the history of Being).

In essence, Heidegger believed that I ational ociaJism was the
Ereig"isor Event that would determine whether or not the momentous
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transition from the "Greek Beginning" to what he cryptically referred
to as "another Beginning" would be successful. As he opines in 1934:
"When today the Fuhrer speaks of reeducation on the basis of the
National ocialist worldview, thi doe not mean arbitrarily invoking
slogans. Instead, it means effectuating :1 total trausformation, the pro
jcction of a world on the basis of which he reeducates the entire Volk.
National Socialism is not an arbitrary doctrine, bUI rather the trans
r. rmation from the ground up of what is German a well as the entire
European world."! However, only recently has it come to light that,
owing to the extensively redacted nature of Heidegger's texts, scholars
have been offered a highly anitized view of licidegger's thought-a
version of Heidegger's philosophy that, r. I' the most part, has been
denuded of ideological taillL'

These expurgations began during the 1950s with the initial publi
cation of Heidegger's prewar lecture courses. In 1953, Max icrneycr
Verlag published licidegger's 1935 lecture course, Introduction to
A1etaplJys;cs, which concludes with a c ntroversial paean to "the inner
truth and greatness" of National ociali m. It was at this juncture that
scholars were compelled to confront and assess Ilcidegger's practice of
substantively emending, under the cover of silence, earlier texts.

Thu , in an instance that has ubscqucntly become somewhat
notorious, in preparing the lecture course for publication, Heidegger
sought to qualitY his claim concerning ational ocialism' "inner truth
and greatness," adding parenthetically that the latter had to do with
the "confrontation between planetary technology and modern man."
Heidegger presumably thought that by revising this passage some
eight years after ational ialisrn's collapse, his partisanship for the
regime would seem less marked as well as less reprehensible." However,
in this particular case, of equal importance was Heidegger's svstern-
atie cITOr! to "backdate" his critique of modern technology, making it
seem as though such concerns were already central to hi work during
the I930s, wherca in truth they only developed in earnest during the
postwar period,"

One of the reasons that such deceptive practices have proven to be
so igni6cant and SO controversial is that, by backdating hi technology
critique, Heidegger sought to misleadingly portray himself as a critIC,
rather than a supporter, of the ational ocialist project of Pan- European
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racial hegemony. (Here, it is worth noting that, in 'J7Je BIt"k Notebooks,
too, discerning readers have noted Heidegger' frequent practice of
emending earlier passage without commeru.) onsequently, the full
extent ofHeidegger's efforts to, in the words of the University of iegen
philosopher idonie Kellerer, "rew rd the pasi" has only recently come
to tight."

Heidegger's practice of persistent and unacknowledged "retouch-
ing" has called into question the overall textual reliability of the
Gesamtau.sgnbe. At the same time, it has become dear why toward the
end of his life Heidcgger systematically resisted the idea of a "critical
edition": that is, an edition that would have documented the textual
hi tory of his manuscripts. For a critical cditi n would have exposed
Hcideggcr's postwar efforts to "rctrofir" his technology critique to
appear as though it had originated during the 1930s as an expression of
his disillusionment with National Socialism.

The editorial efforts to mask Heideggcr's enthusiasm for National
ocialism and Italian fascism continued with the 197 J publication of
his 1936 lecture course on Scbclli,'9's Treatise all tb« Essenceof Human
Freedom. In this case, Heidegger's literary executors and publisher col-
luded to eliminate the philosopher's elegy to "Hitler and Mussolini,"
whom Heidegger praised for having "introduced a countermovement
to [European] nihilism."? Thi avowal on Heidegger's part is of para-
mount importance insofar as it betrays the ideational gist of his commit-
ment to azism.

In essence, Heidegger understood fascism, in both its German and
Italian variants, as an ontological-historical response to the dilemma of
"European nihilism" as diagnosed by Nietzsche during the late 1880s.
Thus Heideggcr's encomium to the fascist dictators-men of "action"
who relied on their charisma; yet, also "leaders" who openly celebrated
the use of Gcwalt(force) in order to bestir the masses from the lethargy
of bourgeois AlltiiglicMuit (everydayness}-betrays his understanding
of azism as a salutary political response or "countermovement" to
the "decline of the West," as articulated by wald pengler and other
titans of interwar German Kulturkritik.

For these reasons, Heidegger's praise for Hider and Mussolini is
significant not as an adventitious political choice but rather insofar as
it reveals something essential about his doctrine of "hi toricity." Thus
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in Heidegger's view, Hitler and Mu solini were exemplars of political
EW""Ii'hkei' (authenticity). Their methods of political rule broke with
the vacuous and nihilistic bourgeois continuum of "progress" in the
name of an anti-liberal semantics of "danger" and "risk." As Heidegger
informs us in 1934: "When the propeller of an airplane turns, then
nothing authentically occurs or takes place. onversely when the arne
airplane brings the FUhrer to Mussolini, then ,0muhi7lBhistori'al occurs.
Then the airplane itself enters into history, and will perhaps one day be
preserved in a museum. The hist rical character of the airplane is not
dependent on the turning of the propeller, but instead on what the
future of thi meeting pr duces."! lienee, by virtue of being incorpo-
rated into the drama of "historicity," inanimate objects like a propel-
ler that, to employ the lexicon of Heideggerian b'isI",.philo'ophi', arc
otherwise merely vorha"dw (pre ent-ar-hand), themselves take on an
'W""Ii,h (authentic) historical cast. Or, as Heidcggcr blithely avows:
under favorable circumstances, they might even end up in a museum.
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FROM "'MOTORJZED AGRl 'lJ1JRE" TO AUSCHwrrz. AND TR.EBUNKA

In 1949, Heidegger delivered his so-called Bremen lectures, which were
published under the title, "Insight into That Which Is." It was on this
occasion that he unveiled hi po rw ar critique of modern technology. ln
the manuscript version, one finds the following statement, which was
omitted from the publi hed version of Hcidegger's text: "Agriculture is
now a motorized food indu try, essentially, the same thing as the pro-
duction of corpses in gas chambers and onccntration camps, the same
thing as the blockade and srarvauon of nanons, the same thing as the
manufacture of hydrogen bombs ....

When this passage ultimately came to light, Heidegger's tastel
analogie were greeted with widespread critici m and disapprobation.
His crude comparison of hi torical circumstances and events that arc, in
many respects, incomparable stands as a classic in ranee of the uncom
prehending and myopic, "leveling gale» of'Heideggenan Sc",~tsthichlt.

Thu , In the preceding instance, Hcidegger makes no attempt to
contertualize the phenomena under considcranon, all of wluch have
contemporary points of reference. (The aIlu Ion to the "blockade and
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starvation of nations," for example, refers 10 the Berlin blockade that
was initiated by the oviet Uni n in 1948.) Nor does he seck to evaluate
or reflect upon the fundamental differences that distinguish these cpi-
sodes from one other. Afcer all, to blur the distinction between "rnecha-
nized agriculture" and the ational Socialisr Fh,,,1 Solutio .. to tbe Jewish
Qj,estio" would seem misguided to an extreme. Where.s the benefits of
mechanized agriculture are potentially enormous, the Fi",,1 Solution has
been rightfully adjudged, by Hannah Arendt and others, as a paradig-
matic instance of "radical evil. n10

onversely, in defiance of common sense, Hcidcgger proposes
that when viewed "esscntially't-e-that is, from the ontological historical
perspective of the "history of Being "-these events arc fundamentally
"the same." What the crrnans did to the Jews in the death camps, what
the ovicts had inflicted on West Berliners (the blockade), and what the
United States had unleashed by constructing thermonuclear weapons
arc, in Heidegger's view, politically (md morally eqnivalent insofar as,
according to the leveling gaze of ei".rgeschicbte, the events in ques-
tion were all manifestations or effects of TecJmik (technology) and
"subjectivity. "

Of course, one may reasonably compare and debate the various
degrees of Faustian execs or criminality at issue in each of the afore-
mentioned instances. Yet, however the discus ion might proceed and
whatever conclusions one i tempted to draw, the events in question are
in no way "the same." To place the Berlin blockade of 1948 on a par
with Auschwitz and Treblinka is to equate incornparables. "Genocide"
and "military blockades" ven at their most odious-are hardly, as
Heidcgger would have u believe, "the same." In retrospect, Heidegger's
understanding of these events, us viewed from the ethereal standpoint of
the Seimfrage (question of Being), constitutes a transparent attempt to
relativize me severity and extent of Germany's war crimes-in the same
way that, in The Black Notebookr, he held that the postwar occupation of
Germany by the Allies was an act of criminality Far in excess of anything
that had been perpetrated by the azis."

Although Heidegger claimed that Denken (thought), us he
referred to his own philosophy, embodied a post-metaphysical stand-
point that was better uited than competing paradigms to evaluate and
comprehend inner-worldly events, the previous examples suggest that,
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in truth, his perspective was conducive to my tification and incompre
hension. When all is said and done, it is a form of intellectual regression
that inhibits, rather than advances, our capacity for analytical discern
menr and judgmental acumen. In the case ar hand, we have a classic
illustration of the way that, following the war, Heidegger invoked
abstractions such as Gestel! (En framing), Bestand (standing reserve),
and Seinsverlnssmhei: (humanity's abandonment of/by Being) in order
to suppress the Schuldfrage (the question of German guilt). In sum: if
Heideggcr's "esscntializing" perspective on the omnipotence of mod-
ern technology repeatedly engenders such judgmental myopia, one can-
not help but call into question its fundamental conceptual cogency.

WORLD JEWRY AND "PlANETARY CRJ.MINAUTI'"

Recently it came to light that the Gesalllcausgabe has suffered from paral-
lel instances of editorial corruption, thereby perpetuating the pattern of
ideological manipulation described above. Two years ago, an American
scholar investigating the textual history of Heidcgger's 1934-35 lec-
ture course, HiilderlinJs Hymns "Germanien" Rud frtIJeRhein," discov-
ered that, in an attempt to preserve the Master from ideological taint,
the abbreviation " . oz." -3 commonplace shorthand for" adona!
odaJism"-had been misleadingly transcribed as "natural science.nu

Heidegger's readers would not learn of the erroneous rendering until
34 years after the original publication of the lecture course in question.

Thu the question arises: how might scholars arrive at a fair
minded appraisal of Heidegger's moral and political acnon during the
• ali era if, in so many in ranees, critical evidence has been sy tcmati
cally withheld, altered, or uppressedl What further revelation concern
ing editorial marupulation and textual omi ions are likely to emerge III

the future!
In 2014, holars learned that ret another salient passage had been

intentionally extruded from a volume of the GCSI'mtauSiJ4be.The omis-
sion concerned Hcidegger's seminal 1938 lecture course, D" Gesd"chte
des '1",(17" HistoryofBey"B), which \\35 pubh hed in 1998. The p3S'

sage III qu non rs both hocking and damning. It demonstrates that
Heideggcr ubscnbed to the worldview of"e1imin.tionist antisermtism":
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a tandpoinr that holds that the urvival of Deutstbtum (Gcrrnanncss)
and, hence, the eschatological realization of "another Beginning," is
contingent upon the Vemiclm"'lf (annihilation) of "world jewry."
Thus, as Heidegger observes aim sr matrer-of-facily: "[It) would be
worthwhile 10 inquire into world jewry's unique predisposition to plan-
etary criminality."u

Heideggcr formulated this avowal while he was a dues-paying
member of the azi Party. A few months later, in his january 30,
1939 peech commemorating the sixth anniversary of the Nazi
Mllchtergrcifimg (seizure of power), Hitler delivered U1Cfollowing fate-
ful prophecy: "Today I will once more be a prophet: If the international
jewish financiers in and outside Europe should succeed in plunging
the nations once morc into a world war, then the result will not be
the Bolshevization of the earth, and thus the victory of jewry, but the
annihilation of the Jewish race in Europe!"14 In the historical context
at issue, Heidegger's dictum concerning world Jewry's inherent pro-
clivity to "planetary criminality" is tantamount to a summons to gcno-
cide." After all, how else might one dispose of a "race"whose members
have become the leading carriers of MaclJe1lSchaft(machination), which
Heidegger defines as the unremitting technological devastation of the
earth and its inhabitants? As Heidcgger observes in 77JeBlack Notebooks:
'" ontcmporary jewry's temporary increase in power ha its basi in the
fact mat Western metaphysics ... offers fertile ground for the dissemi-
nation of an empty rationality and calculability, which in this way gains
a foothold in 'spirit', without ever being able to grasp from within the
hidden realms of decision."!"

The scholar responsible for this grave textual expurgation was Black
Notebooks editor Peter Trawny-a fact that unavoidably casts a shadow
over his editorial stewardship. Ironically, it was me same Peter Trawny
who, in Heide.!J9er alld the Myth of a Jewish World COIlSpiracy, revealed
to me world the omi ion of the passage in question in a Gesamta.ugabe
volume that he himself had edited."

How might one account for this about-face on Trawny's part:
the decision to restore the compromising passage concerning World
jewry's "predisposition to planetary criminality" that had been \\111-
fully extruded in the original 1998 edition of Die Gesdndn« da Sey,1S
some sixteen years earlier' Could it have been fear of exposure? After
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all, virtually all of Ileidegger's original manuscripts are now available to
interested scholars at the erman Literary Archive (Dl.A) in Marbach.
Moreover, in recent years, many similar textual expurgation and omis-
sions have come to light, engendering embarrassment and consterna-
tion among the guardians of Heidegger's Nathlnss.

A FRENCH DF-nA I.E

A few months prior to the February-March 2014 publication of 11"
Black Notebooks, Trawny, anticipating the ri k of Heidegger's whole
sale disqualification as a philosopher, distributed advance copies of
HeidelJlJer and tb« Mytb of n [ewist: World onspirncy to a select group
of French Hcidcggerians in order to prepare them for the controversy
over the Master's legacy that would undoubtedly ensue. However, once
the incriminating pro-Nazi and antisemitic passages from 11JC Blnck
Notebooks began making the rounds among French Heidcggerians, they
were leaked to French journalists. Thu , what began as damage con
trol metastasized into a major intellectual scandal that, at one point,
threatened to upstage the impending German publication of TIJCRInck
Notebooks them elves. In fact, many French commentators felt that the
revelations in question were so damaging to Heidegger's reputation
that a definitive caesura in Heidcgger tudics had been reached. Quite
simply, in matters Heidcggcrian, things could not continue as before."

The most aggrieved part)' was France's rn t prominent Heidegger
translator and champion, Francois Fedler, Fedier, now in his late eight-
ies, has long served as editorial advisor to Heidegger's French pub-
li her, Edition> allirnard, For nearly five decades, Fedier has been
involved in the major and often highly a rimonious French debates over
Heidegger's legacy. During the 1960 , Fedier called into question the
tran lations of Hcidegger's political pceches on the part of the philos-
opher and crrnaru t, Jean-Pierre Fare, author of the highl)' regarded
rudy, UlI/gllges U)lll/fl/um" Four decades later, Fedier once again
acted as a protagoni t in the "French Heidegger Wars," debating Fare'
son, Emmanuel, who in 2005 publi hed HeuiflJlJer: TIle Intraductio» of
Naoum 1/110 PI i/oJOp/lJ.'" Upon receiving the proofs to Trawn ' stud)',
Fedicr took to the airway of French radio, revealing the incrirninanng
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Heidegger passages that Trawny had furnished and providing his own
exculpatory commentary in 3.11 attempt to downplay their import and
significance-to little avail, however,

Fedier's InO t embarra ing moment undoubtedly occurred in
Winter 2014 when he took hi ca e directly to Ge.ramta''{!1abepublisher
Vittorio Klostermann, urging the latter to suppress TI,. JJlack Notebooks'
publication, despite the fact that their appearance had already been pub-
licly announced. Tacitly acknowledging the extremely compromising
nature of the pro- azi pas ages in question, Fedier argued that 171C
Black Notebooks failed to qualify as philosophy since "philosophy" and
National odalism-which is not "philosophy" but 3 "worldvicw't-s-are
logically incompatible."

Thereby, Fedier sought to deploy an interpretive ruse that is com
monly employed by Heidegger's defenders. Elements f Heidegger's
thought that arc at odds with the pristine image of the philosopher's
legacy that his adherents eek to promote are summarily written ou«
of the cano) cspitc the fact that Heidegger himself, in TI,. Blnck
Notebooks and in related texts from the 1930s-had few doubts about
the enduring affinities between the "National Awakening" of 1933 and
the basic tenets of his philosophy. Thus, time and again, like a phoenix
reborn, Heideggcr seems to re-emerge after each successive scandal,
pristine and unscathed.

Among contemporary French intellectuals-tile heirs to Victor
Hugo, Emile Zola, and Jean-Paul artre-s-Fedier's widely publi-
cized efforts to impede TI,. Black Notebooks' publication received lit-
de support. Instead, his actions were widely perceived as unscholarly
and maladroit-a shameless and unprofessional act of desperation."
Previously, the editor of the mammoth Dictionnnire Mnrein Heidcggtr,
Hadrian France-Lanord, had asserted that there was not an antisemitic
statement to be found in the entirety of Heidegger's philosophical cor-
pus.'" But upon perusing the bone-chilling professions of antisemitism
that suffuse TI,. Black Notebooks, France- Lanord took to the airwaves
of French television-the venue he selected was the intellectual talk
show, "Riplique"-to avow that he could no longer abide by his ear-
lier verdict." Instead, he had come round to the view of the journalist,
Thomas As heuer, who, in an article entitled, "Das vergifterc Erbe"
("The Ernpoisoned Legacy"), declared that, "[tlhe hermeneutic trick of
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acknowledging Heidegger' anti-Semitism only in order to permanently
cordon it ofT from his philosophy proper is no longer convincing. The
anti Jewish enmity of the Black Notebooks is no afterthought; instead, it
forms ch, basis of rHeid'Mer'sl pili/osopili,al dialJ"oIti".""

At this point it also carne LO light that there were reams of com-
promi ing material remaining in Ileidegger's Natblnss that had yet to
appear. It was widely held that the texts in question, instead of being
censured, should be published posthaste so that qualified scholars could
evaluate them, thereby laying the groundwork for an informed public
debate. It was in this spirit that, several yeas earlier, a group of French
intellectuals published an appeal in the pages of L. Mo"d, urging the
guardians of Heidegger's literary estate to open the archives to research-
ers in order to resolve the remaining questions related to the Frciburg
philosopher's complicity with National ocialism."

In 2006, Fedier sought to publi h with Editions Gallimard an
edited volume, H,idt!J!J,r a pillS forte raison: in essence, a broadside
against Emmanuel Faye's 2005 H,idt!J!Jcr; TIlt Introduction of Nazism
into PhilosopiJy (2005). However, as it turned Out, Fedler's anthol-
08)1 contained an article mal tried LOsanitize the "ncgationist" views of
the French Heidcgger upporter and translator, Jean Beaufret. ince in
France, Holocaust denial, along with other forms of hate speech, is a crim-
inal offense, at the eleventh hour, to Ftdier's chagrin, Editions Gallimard
refused to publi h the volume, forong him to seek out another publisher"

....O~"TOLOGICAL·HJsroRJCAL Al"on1 E.\tmSM": HElDEGGER
ASA NAZI 01 IDEm

In HeldtlJller a"d cllt AlplJ of" It wish nllrld Omspir"ty, Trawny might
have attempted a forthright and unapologetic a ment of Heidegger'
National Socialist involvements, as well as a frank discussion of the way
that the Master', political commitments were rooted in hISphilosophy-a
<ruth that has become incontestable following the publication of TIlt
BiAt~ o"boob." Heidegger 3\~0\\ dunng the late 1930.:

From a 'rnetaphy leal' perspective [i.e., from the standpoun of
Sci''f!JtsdndJte], during the rears 193a-34 I understood. ational
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Socialism in terms of tho possibility of a transition to 'another
Beginning.' ... Nevertheless, I mistook and undervalued this
'movement' 'genuine power and innernecessity.... In consequence
of newly gained in ight with regard to my earlier disappointment
concerning National ocialisrn's essence and essential historical
power derives the imperative to endorse it-and to do so on
pbiloso phi cal gro /II/dr.'"

However. in this rather superficial and hastily onccived contribution,
Trawny elected to pursue a very different route.

For one, Trawny seeks to cordon ofT Heidcgger's antisemitism
vis-a-vis the ati nal ocialist mainstream by qualifying it as an "onto-
logical-historical anti-Semitism." As Trawny avows: "at a certain stage
along his path, the philosopher admitted anti- emitism into his think-
ing; more precisely, he admitted a being-historical (J1Ju-Semitism."3O By
proceeding thusly, Trawny seeks to characterize Heidegger's antisem-
itism as decidedly quirky and idio yncratic, to tho point where it
becomes almost impossible to rake it seriously. When all is said and
done, Trawny's "revelations" concerning Heidegger's antisemitism
appear to be made in the service of misdirection-that is, only the more
effectively to conceal it."

For some time now, scholars of the Third Reich have convinc-
ingly demonstrated that Nazi ideology was in point of fact a capacious
tent. Hence, it i now weU tabli.shcdthat it varied to suit the occasion
and contained multiple and, at times, conflicting tendencies." To judge
matters in light of those criteria, Heidegger's positions, as expressed, for
example, in the political texts he published during the 1930s, were in no
way marginal or idiosyncratic. On the contrary, they harmonized fully
with the ational ocialist mainstream."

Moreover, insofar as the content and tcnor of Heidcgger's antisem-
itism in no way prevented him from advancing professionally under the
, azi dictatorship, Trawny' claims seem dubious. Nor did the purport
edJy "slack," nonconformist character of Heidegger's antisemitism pro-
vent him from carrying out the Nazis' harsh anti-Jewish stipulation and
policies during his tenure as Rector of Freiburg niver ity. Instead, as
has been well documented, Heidegger fulfilled these duties conscien-
tiously. There was nothing fainthearted or dilatory about Heidcgger's
National ocialist commitments. As we have known at least since the
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publication off fugo Ott'S comprehensive Heidegger biography, when
it came to carrying out National Socialist policies, there is nothing to
indicate that Heidcgger was anything less [han a "true believer": pIlls
roynliste que Ie roi.!4

Thus, although Trawny readily acknowledges that Hcidegger was
an antisemite, he is at pains to distinguish the nature of Heidcggcr's
antiscmiti m from the rabid and inflexible strain of Jew-hatred that cul-
minated in the E"dlli"",g (Final Solution). As Trawny observes: "The
predicate 'anti- emilie' is particularly dangerous, because for the most
pan it is used to announce an ideological complicity with the Shoah. Do
all paths of anti- ernitism lead to Auschwitz? No. The etiology of geno
cide is always problematic because it is always multiple. Hcidegger's
utterances about the Jews cannot be tied to Auschwitz."35 Thanks to
Trawny's imaginative "deconstructive rcading"-"The eli logy of
genocide is ... always multiple" (a claim that would certainly come as a
surprise to most practicing historians)-"indctcrminacy'" triumphs and
Hcidegger is miraculously exonerated. Thereby, any potential semantic
affinity between Hcidcggcr's antisemitism and the azi E"dlO"mg i
deemed by Trawny 10 be null and void.

There i something especially risible about the lines I have just
quoted. On the one hand, Trawny i at great pains to affirm the "dan-
gerous'" character of annsemiti m. However, what Trawny is claim
ing in point of fact is that antisemitism is "dangerous" not to Jews,
but to Heidrggtr's reputation. Hence, Trawny's real concern is that
Heidcgger' "complicity with the hoah" might be exposed. Yet, the
taint of antisemitism also poses a senous threat to the preciou "cultural
capital" that Hcideggerians like Trawny have pam takinglyaccumulated
over the years by virtue of their servility on the philosopher' behalf.

One reason that Trawny' claims concerrung the non genocidal
nature or Heidegger's autiscmiti m remain unconvincing is that, in
TIle BIn.'k ouboolu, Heidegger persi tcntly idennfies "world Jewry"
as the primary carrier of the technological degradation of titnilt
(beings). In Heidegger' view, world lewry' pre-eminence in this
regard has placed Western moderniry on an apocalyptical path of
penglcrian Unlt'lJa"g. Thi tendency or development consntutes
the pnmary impediment to realizing the promi d land of "another
Bcginrung." In all of these respec , Heidegger' view on Jud31 m
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and world Jewry mesh searnlessly with the "exterrninationist" antiscm-
iri m that defined the National Socialist worldview." In sum: the Jews
must die so that ermany and the Germans might live to fulfill their
salvific, world-hi tori cal mission. Or as lIeidegger opines in TIJ. Black
Notebooks: "the moment of decision concerning the essence of hi tory
is reserved to the errnans. "'7

Re ently, additional compelling testimony concerning the depth
and extent of Heidegger's antisemitism has come to light as a result of
the publication of the phil sopher's corre pondence with his brother,
Fritz. For one, it is now clear that Heidegger's allegiances to the Nazi
WeitamtlJalllmg took root much earlier than was previously th ught.

In December 193 I, Heideggcr gave Fritz a copy of Me;" Kamp!
3S a hristmas gift. In his cover letter, he included an encomium to
Hitler's "exceptional and unerring political instincts." And in April
J 933 till a month before he officially joined the NSDAP-Heideggcr
could barely contain his enthusiasm about the unparalleled pros-
pects for national renewal that the new regime had unleashed. As he
observes: "[ wlith each passing day we see Hitler growing into the role
of a reat Statesman. The world of our Volk and of our Reich is being
wholly reconfigured; everyone who has eyes to sec, ears to hear, and a
heartbeat to act is caught up in the torrent of genuine and profound
enthu iasrn. n Even after the war, as the devastating revelations concern-
ing the , ational ialisr E"dliisu"9 bad come to light, Heidegger's
antisemitism remained immoveable. As he writes to Fritz in April J 946:
The expulsion of the Germans from the Eastern territories surpasses in
"organized atrocities cum criminality" anything that occurred prior to
J 945. Finally, as far a a ermany purged of Jewish influence is con-
cerned, in Hcidegger's view, there is very little to regret. As he writes to
Fritz in July 1945: "I find a Heinrich Heine trasse ill Mcsskirch [to be]
both senseless and uperOuous.""

On the one hand, Trawny is willing to admit that Heidegger was
fully aware of thc Final Solution. He had been kept a" courant on this
score by his close friend, Eugen Fischer, the rather notorious director of
the Nazi Institute for Racial Hygiene in Berlin .... , either in Heidegger's
correspondence nor in 11,. Black Noteboolu does be display the slight-
est reservations about these policies. , or could Heidegger bring him-
self to distance himself from the regime after the war. On the contrary,
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as TI" Black Notebooks demonstrate, Heidcgger's abiding fear was that
National Socialism might prove illS1lfJiciwtly radical. As he observes
at one point: "National ocialisrn is a barbaric principl«. Therein He
its essence and its capacity for reatness. The danger i not [ ational
ociali rn] itself, but instead that it will be rendered innocuous via a ser
mon about the True, the 000, and the Bcautiful.t"? Again, under the
political and ideol gical ircumstances in question, LO accuse an entire
pcople-"world jewry" f "planetary criminality" is tantamount to a
collective death cntcnce-e-a "warrant for genocide." Like the "rational
antisemitism" advocated by Hitler in Mei» Kampf and celebrated by
Heinrich Ilimmler in his infumou Poznan speech, il would seem 10

admit of no exceptions.
Trawny's hesitations and equivocations notwithstanding, with

the publication ofGA 97 (AlIIn<rk"ngw I·Y of TIle Blad: Notebooks),
we finally have first- hand knowledge of Heidegger's views on the
Holocau t. As one might expect, those views are characterized hy
repression and denial: wholesale mauvais« foi. Heidegger charac
terizes the Holocaust as an act of j"discbe elbsevernichclII'g (Jewish
self-annihilationj-e-which is merely his way of claiming, meretriciously
and perversely, thtu. AlIsch,vitr; IVM afate that theJews IllrimRtely brollght
IIPOll themselves.

His rea oning? Relying on a time honored antisemitic prejudice,
Heidegger alleges that, historically, the [cws have been the main carriers
of "instrumental reason" or MacIJetucIJaft, whose predominance has led,
inexorably, to the "llproori1lgofall bei1lgsjro", &i1lg." As he declaim in
Ob<rkgllllgm XII-XV: "The question of the role of world [ewry is not
a racial question but a rnetaphj ical one-a question about what sort of
human being can take up the uprooting of all beings from Being as a
world hi torical task."" Hence, as victim of industrialized mass murder
at Auschwitz and the other Vcrt/rebtllllgs",g", "world Jewry" merely
uccurnbed to a fate that it had itself initiated.

B)' remaining auennve to thi rather tran parent atternpt at "blam-
ing the victim," we stand to learn a valuable lesson about the obfusca-
tory character of Heidegger's critique of technology-a paradigm for
which, paradoxically, he has often been lauded. Thus, according to the
framework of the "hi tory of Being," the reason that. 'ational 'ali m
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failed had nothing to do with the intrinsically murderou and imperious
nature of the azi project. Instead, in the end, azism failed because
it uccumbed to fore and tendencies that were beyond its control.
Above 0111,its aspirations to histori at "greatness" were undermined by
nefarious "Western" and "Jewish" influences-influences that abetted
the technological manipulation of Being in its totality, as Heidegger
adverted on many occasions. According to this schema, National
Socinlism 's sborteomi,,!!s w,re "'tirely tbe [ault oftbe West. Consequently,
in Heidegger's view, ultimately, National ialism's "inner truth and
grearncs " remained unsullied.

On these grounds, Heidegger repeatedly insisted that the "emer-
gence of the German essence" was the only thing standing in the way
of the "whole ale self devastation of modern man."..l However, with
the benefit of hindsight, one can safely say that Heidcgger got all of this
backwards. It was the Nazi ideology of "Gcrmanocentrism" that pro-
duced the unparalleled devastation of World War II. And following the
was, it was Germany's VerwerrlidJlm!! (turn toward the West) that had
a healing effect, curing German political culture of its earlier predatory
and chauvinistic deformations.

or only was Heidegger a"d tile Mytb ofa lewisII World COllfpiracy
hastily conceived, its central argument concerning the infamous Tsarisr
forgery, 17,. Protocols of tile Elders of Zion, is historically inaccurate. On
the one hand, it is indubitable that, at a certain point, 17,. Protocols
helped to provide a unifying frarnework for the disparate strands of
European antisemitism. At the arne time, The Protocols' actual con
tribution to the formation of the Nazi worldview is questionable. For
one, it i unclear whether or not Hitler ever read TIle Protocols. In Meiu
K4",pf, which Hitler composed in Landsberg prison in 1924, they are
only mentioned once-and even then, only in passing. While insisting
on The Protocols' cogency-"What many Jews do unconsciously is here
consciously exposed"-in the very next breath, the FUhrer puts things
in per pective by observing that these forgeries merely confirm facts
about Jewish exi tence that are already widely known." Hitler refer-
ences 17,. Protocols during the 1940s, in the conversations that were
published after the was as Hitler's Table Tali: But otherwise, among his
voluminous addresses and texts, they remain unmentioned.
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The problem i that'D" Protocols cannot bear the explanatory
weight with which Trawny seeks to redit them in the formation of
l litler's worldvicw, As has been well documented, Hiller's Iudeophobia
crystallized during his five-year stint 3S all itinerant art student and
habitue of pre-World War I Vienna (1908-1913). It was then that he
steeped himself in the mystical doctrines of the Ariosophy movement,
which vaunted Aryan superiority and stoked r. ars concerning the racial
threat p sed by European Jews. As Ian Kershaw argues in his masterful
l litlcr biography:

[Vienna] was one of the most virulently anti Jewish CIDes in
Europe. It was a city where, at the turn-of-the-century, radical
anti-Semites advocated punishing sexual relations between Jew
and non-jews as sodomy, and placing Jews under surveillance
around Ea tcr to prevent ritual child murder .... The explicitly
anti- emilie newspaper Hitler read, and singled out for praise,
the Deutsches Volksblntt, selling around 55,000 copies a day at the
time, described Jews as agents of decomposition and corruption,
and repeatedly linked them with sexual scandal, perversion, and
prostitution. Hitler's description of his gradual exposure through
the anti-Semitic gutter press to deep anti-jewish prejudice and it
impact upon him while in Vienna ha an authentic ring to it."
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Kershaw's remarks support Hitler' contention in M,i" Kampf that,
among convinced antisemite, TIJeProtocols, rather than furnishing new
information, merely reiterated well-known "truths" about the Jews'
diabolical historical proclivities and habitudes.

WN; HElDEG ER A TRAGt HERO? (WHAT IS CALIn> "EIlIU. 'G"/)

After the publication of HtidtlJlJer 41/d the Myth of a JewISh lIl>rld
Conspiracy, Trawny wrote lrrm.rj'uge: H"de/JIJ,n Anardn« (Errancy-
Fugue: Heideggcr' An.trehy). Apparendy, the original German title WdS

adjudged unsuitable for Engli h language con umpnon. The tran la-
tor and publi her conmved a rather curious and infelicitous sub nrute:
FrwUJIH eoFaIL' H"dtlIB" 'tAI/4rc1J]."

The purpo ofth ts volume is readily dl erruble from the book's
ubtitle. By charactcnzing Heidegger' plulosophy as "an-archie,"
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Trawny strives to present a version of'Heidegger's thought that is diamet-
rically at odd with the phil sopher' vehement and, at this point, amply
documented cornmirment to National ocialism. The problem, how-
ever, is that such attempts at philosophical revisionism jibc po rly with
many of the inn rrno t tendencies of Heideggerian Sei,l.tpolitik: above
all, the Master's concerted reliance on concepts such as Bodenrrandigkeit
(Rootednes -in il), Erd ,wd "Ht (Earth and World), and IV"'lIIpolitik
( patial Politic)-a au euphemism for UlCThird Reich's expansion-
ist territorial designs." In the lexicon of fundamental ontology, all of
these notions connote, to variou extents and degrees, manifestations of
Eigmtlichkeit (authenticity). In 17,. Black Notebook! and in other texts,
these Hcidcggerian "existcntials" stand in contrast with the "uprooted"
(mtwllrulte) character of free-floating, Jewish cosmopolitan Dasein.

One may summarize Trawny' basic argument 3S follows: one can-
not very wel! be a Nazi» and an "nnarchist" at tile sam« time. Suffice it
to say that to characterize a conceptual approach such as Hcideggcr's-a
doctrine that regarded the teachings of the Ionian pre-Socrarics as afons
ctorigo(source and origin) of philosophical authenticity-as "an-archic"
is both anachronistic and a willful distortion. This is true even if "anar-
chy" is intended primarily in a philosophical rather than political sense,
since the semantic slippages between these two spheres is unavoidable."

onsequently, when juxtaposed, Trawny's two essays present a
rather incongruous spectacle. Whereas his intention in Heidegger and
the Myth of a Jewish World CO/upiracy was to expose the proximity of
Heidegger's thought to the infamous Protocols of the Elders of Zion, in
Preedom to Pail he assiduously pursues a diametrically opposite tack:
in the latter text, Trawny's main aim is to absolve Hcidegger of any
moral r pon ibility for having politically and philosophically supported
ational Socialism and its murderous geopolitical aims. (To be sure,

among acolytes of the "postmodern Heidegger," "morality," it seems,
is so twentieth century ... )' Thus, in what cannot help but strike
the unbiased reader as a curious reversal, many of the criticisms of
Hcidegger that Trawny conceded in HeidtlJ!Jtr and tht My,h ofa Jewish
n'tlrld Conspiracy, he seeks to parry or revoke in Freedom to Fail.

The choice of "Freedom to Fail" as the English language title is
also philosophically and ethically fraught. It openly relies on sernan-
tic associations and terminological slippages in order to disrupt our
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inherited notions of moral and political obligation with the aim of dis-
pelling commonplace assumptions about Hcidegger's "guilt" for hav
ing eagerly supported, until the birrer end, a criminal political regime.
In this respect, one of Trawny's frequent gambits is to adopt a posture
of false humility, claiming, in essence: who are we to judge? By insinu-
ating that, from the standpoint of a secularized Lutherani m, we are
all "guilty," he seeks to parry and defuse accusations and claims that
arc specifically directed against Heidegger's conduct. By proceeding in
this manner, Trawny follow (1 time honored "dec nstrucrive" trat-
egy, blurring meaningful distincri ns to the point where the very idea
of f rrnulating coherent moral and political judgments dissolves. Such
judgmcms and claims stand accused of favoring all "authoritarian" vio-
lation of "dissemination" and linguistic "free play." As a result of this
conceptual maneuver) it is Heideggcr's accusers who arc condemned for
their intolerance, by virtue of their desire to bring linguistic indetermi-
nacy to a halt. onvcrscly, those who defend Heidegger emerge as the
defenders of "freedom," by virtue of their insistence on the Dcrridean
grammatological prerogatives of semantic ambiguity.

The end result is that, by relying on the deconstrucuve tech-
niquc of the "double seance," misdeeds and criminal acts that arc, in
point of tact, reprehensible-for example, Heidegger's enforcement of
G/.eichrchaltlll/g (Nazificauon) legislation in his capacity as Rector of
Freiburg Univcr ity-are rendered innocuou ." Thereby, the Master
is magically exonerated, let ofT the hook. The element of deception
is contained in Trawny's English language title: those who condemn
Heidegger's action rand accused of "illiberalism," insofar as they are
opponents of "freedom," re-conceptualizcd by Trawny as "freedom to
fail." onversely, Heidegger's champion are the genuine advocates
of tolerance, ince, by avoiding a rush to judgment, they display their
open-rnindcdncss, their "Iiberahty. "

FROM "TODIiSFt:GE" TO "TOOTNAUBERG"

The German title of Trawny's book contains an obvious allusion to Paul
Celan's memorable Holocaust poem, "rOlitJfu!J~" (MDcath fugue"). By
choosing "rotitsfi4ge" as the ritle of the 194 poem that would seal
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hi reputation as the forerno t crrnan language p et of the postwar
era, elan sought 10 capture a fundamental experiential incongruity
of the post Holocaust world: how to reconcile the high-rnindedness
of erman literary and a theri tradition with the barbarism of the
azi death and concentrarion camp universe. It was a contradiction that

haunted elan-who took his own life in 1970-until the end of his
days. Looking back on the poem's composition, elan observed that,
"Ii]n thi poem I sought to bring the mon irousness of the gassings to
language. "so

In 1969, a year before elan's death, a storied meeting between
lleidegger and elan oecurred in Todtnaubcrg, the site of Hcidegger's
Black Forest ski hut. As is well known, elan commemorated their
fraught encounter in his poem " Torftllallberg. " An air of despondency
pervades elan's ode insofar as the words of contrition that he had
hoped to hear from this titan of crrnan Dense» never emerged." One
of the genuinely disturbing aspects of Freedom to Fail is that Trawny
treats etlan and Heidegger as comp"o"OIIS de route or WeMuto.tl'C1J (corn-
panions), thereby implying that they led parallel lives, Trawny also insin-
uates that both men were "victims"; mat, in the end, both men were
truck down by the Furi of Sei'ugadJiek or the fine-laden character of
Being, which no mere mortal can resist or surmount. Although Celan
was a Holocaust survivor and Heidegger argued that, in the camps,
the Jews succumbed to the reign of Tedmik that they themselves had
unleashed through their preternatural "cunning" and "talent for calcu-
I.tion"-in Trawny's eyes, this makes little difference, notwithstanding
the fact that to blur the distinction between victims and executioners is
a classic strategy of "Holocaust inversion. "51

In Engli h, "Irmisfllge"-Trawny's original German title-might
be trail lated as "Errancy-Fugue." By having selected this title, Trawny
alludes to a problematic, self-exonerating dictum that Heidegger
uttered following thc war: "He who thinks greatly rnu t err greatly.""
Heidegger's assertion is fraught insofar as it betrays his charactcri tic
unwillingness to confront his own, as well a his countrymen '5, egre·
190us misdeeds from 1939 to 1945 when the Third Reich sought to
redraw the boundaries of Europe according to azi race theory. As
a profession of philosophical arrogance, Heidegger's declaration pos-
It> that the privilege of "greatness" excuses all. By the same token,
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Heidegger's statement betrays a fateful lack of self-knowledge. In this
respect, it is distinctly un-Socrati .

ATONEMENT BYAS CATION

Trawny's book pursues a questionable interpretive strategy that one
might characterize 3S "atonement by association." Practitioners of thi
approach propose that, since at various points in his life Heidegger
sto d in close proximity to prominent Jews, such propinquity should
suffice to grant him the status of an honorary philoscmite.t" For exam-
pic, the titular allusion to clan's Holocaust poem in the German
original plays on thi trategy, which is deceptive ins far as it turns
one of I-Ieidegger's major weaknesses-his insensitivity to the "Jewish
Question," not to mention hi support for a regime that ought to con-
ceive and implement the so called E"dlliflmg-into a putative strength
or attribute. Whereas "Todtnaubcr.!J," its aesthetic merits aside, attests
to Heidegger's moral failings-the poet awaits a single word of con-
trition, which, however, never emerges during the course of their
ill-starred encounter-the moral dirncn ion of Heidegger's work is
suppres ed in the attempt to canonize the Frciburg sage as a progenitor
of post Holocaust Studies.

However, what the "atonement by association" approach conve-
niently neglects to mention is that, in virtually every instance, the Jewish
thinkers who fell within Heidegger's orbit (Hannah Arendt, Emmanuel
Levinas, Karl Lowith, Herbert Marcuse, and Leo trau ,among orh
ers) articulated detailed and in ightful critiqu of Heidegger' moral
and philo phieal shortcomings and debiliti failings that played a
determinate role in his enthu iastic partisanship for ational ociali t
Machtpolitik (power politics)." Thus, following the collapse of the
Weimar Republic and with the benefit of historical hindsight, the affin-
ities between Heidegger' thought and the "German ideology" had
become, in their ey • indubitable.

For example, in "What is Existenz Philosophy?" Arendt alleged
that, by exalting concepts ueh "Thrownn ," "[die Talk," and
"Falhng," Heideggcr's existential ontology glorified a rigid, Hobbesian
functionalism that was diametrically opposed to Kantian aspiration
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toward human autonomy and spontaneity.56 irnilarly, in a late inter-
view on "Heideggcr' Politi s,' Marcuse observed [hat Heideggcr's
AnBst-laden and jo)'l &·istellzpbilosopbie was grist for the mill of
the authoritarian personahry," At thi point, uch criticisms have been
widely debated, di u cd, and disseminated. Neverthelc s, it seem
that Trawny ha gone ur of his way to ignore these astute and knowl-
edgeable criticisms, which were, after all, made by Heidcgger "insid-
ers. "5' Here, one of ietzschc' maxims ecms pertinent: "One repays a
teacher poorly by remaining a disciple."

irnilarly, Trawny might have chosen t reflect on the critical
observations that Heidegger's mentor, Edmund Husserl, formulated
during the late 1920s upon a careful reading of Bti"B Mid Time. In
his marginal note, Husser] expre sed an acute sense of philosophical
betrayal upon discerning that Heidcggcr had surrendered the project of
transcendental phenomenology to the demons of Lebmspbilosopbie (phi-
losophy oflife). After all: how might one warrant philosophical concepts
such as der AIIBC1Iblick (Moment of Vision), RII! des Gewissens ( all of
Conscience), or einen He/dell zu wi/him (Choosing One's Hero), all of
which figure prominently in Division II of BeinB and Time? In a lecture
on "Phenomenology and Anths pology," Husserl criticized Heideggcr
for proposing that the "true foundation of philo ophy" could derive
from Je",einigkti~ "an eidetic doctrine of one's own concrete-worldly
existence." Husscrl's point was that, by deliberately devaluing the pre-
cepts of "mind" and "thinking ubstance," Heidcgger had set the bar
of transcendental phenomenology too Jaw, in essence, negating the
epi temological mission of First Philosophy in favor of anthropology.
Thereby, Heidegger sacrificed the aims of eidetic phenomenology
in favor of a series of crude, indemonstrable, empirical notions-the
so-called "Existcntials." In Husserl's view, Heidcgger's recourse to
Existenzpbilosopbie was tantamount to cpisternic regression insofar as it
surrendered the aims of transcendental subjectivity in favor of Dasein-
as-such or mere "facticaJIife."~

At times, in seeking to defend the Freiburg philosopher's leg-
acy at all costs, Trawny's intervention allows Heidegger apologetics
to descend even further. For example, Trawny contends that the "his-
tory of Being" is an ontological-historical chiaroscuro of "truth" and
"error." Consequently, when questions of practical reason are at stake,
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human insight and responsibility play a negligible role in determining
outcomes. Following Heidegger, Trawny proposes instead that it is ulti-
mately the mysterious and inscrutable Schicklmgen des eins (sending
of Being) that account for the "events" that take place in the sublunary
sphere of human affair . It is in this spirit that Trawny, in the passage
that follows, explicates the [rmis/llgeor "freedom to fail" leirmotif with
reference to Heideggerian philosophy: "With respect to the truth of
Being, nor only is error [lITe] unavoidable, it inheres in the essential
possibility of truth itself ... Fidelity to TlJillkillg (Denken) isfidelity to
error.nco Upon reflection, Trawny's assertion qualifies both as 3 strategy
of immunization as well as an elaborate form of question begging. Wh.t
Trawny refuses to explain is why Heidcgger's "errors" arc excusable,
whereas those of lesser thinkers are not?

As the philosopher Ulrich rei ncr has astutely remarked:
"[Heidegger's] statement ["To think greatly, one must err greatly"],
instead of showing remorse, betrays overbearing arrogance. "61 The
unpalatable consequences of this excessive reliance on the notions of
clJicksal (fate) and Geschick (destiny)-"Existcntial " that figure prom-
inently in Division II of Beillg alld Time-as explanatory con eprs arc
not hard to fathom or discern. Basing oneself on uch "Exi tential ,"
it becomes virtually impossible to actualize the "ethics of responsibil-
ity" that Max Weber espoused in "Politics as Vocation." Or as Hannah
Arendt remarked in "What i Existence Philosophy?": when all is said
and done, Hcidcgger's aversion to the Kantian "autonomy of reason"
fetishiz human dependency, As such, il rands as the ontological cor-
ollary of Hobbes's dictum 111 the Levi,,,,,,,,,,: A'<ttoriIM "011verimsfaat
legm' (Authority, not truth, makes law).62Arendt was correct in identi
firing Heidegger's "ontological fatalism" as one of the central dcbihties
of hIS plulosophy. nscqueruly, what makes Freedom to Pail SO frus
trating and disappointing is tha; It 1$ precisely this aspect of Heidegger'
thought that Trawny embraces and glonfies,

If, as Heidegger uggc ted on numerous occ IOns, tbe "send
ings of Being," rather than the clear ightedncs.s of human rCJSOn,
arc alJ-detenml13J1t, then quesnon.s of moral md political responSlb1l
ity become 'mmaterial. This \\as preo.sely the tr.tegy of .scIf <Xon
cranon thor Heideggcr punued foUo"ing the "'M hi pluJosophy
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completed the "turn" from E,mchlossrtlheit(decisiveness) to Gelasst1lbeit
(releasement),"

In "What is allcd Thinking?," Heidcggcr him elf proposed that
hi tory i best understood a "errancy,"O< Or as Trawny, echoing the
Master, contend in Freedom to l....'ai]: '" In the truth of being, errancy
is not only inevitable; it belongs as an essential possibility to truth
itself. "6S In this way, Trawny apes Heidcgger's efforts to endow his
own rather crude political "error" with an aura of metaphysical pseu-
do profundity qua Irrnis. Ileidegger's tendency to ontologically exalt
the mundane bespeaks a capacity f r self-mystification-a habitude that
Gunrer Anders fclicitou ly criticized in "On the Pseudo- oncreteness
ofHeidegger's Philosophy" and that Theodor Adorno deftly exp sed in
T1JeJargo" of A1Ithmticity,"

Appealing to Irrnis a a type of ontol gical-historical warrant,
Trawny goes on to assert that, instead ofbcing criticized or censured for
his political error, Heidcgger should be lauded as a "tragic hero," In fact,
pursuing what might be described as an interpretive Flucbt nacb verne
(the best defense is a good offense), he goes on to praise Hcidegger as
a latter-day Oedipus, As Trawny observes in what one can only adjudge
as a prodigious instance of judgmental myopia: "If Oedipus did not err,
the pior, his action would nor be tragic.?" In other words: Oedipus at
Thebes, Heidegger at uremburg: mime combat.

o besotted is Trawny with the pseudo-profundities of
Heideggerian Denken that the fundamental differences between the
two cases, Oedipus and Heidegger, escape him. Whereas Oedipus'
transgressions were a literary construct, Heidegger's, conversely, were
all too real. More to the point: at issue in Hcidegger's case was the
philosopher's engagement on behalf of a regime that was inherently
genocidal and for which "crimes against humanity" had become a
state-sanctioned, everyday occurrence. From a historical point of view,
one would be hard pressed to discover parallels with the brutality of
the Einsatzgr1lppm that the azis unleashed on the lands of Eastern
Europe. However, as I noted earlier, Heidegger's overriding fear, as
expressed in T1JeBUICkNotebooks, was that ational Socialist criminality
"'ouli. "at go far eno1lgb, that such brutality would be sublimated in
accordance with higher philosophical idcals."
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In hazarding the flawed comparison between Heidegger and
the protagonist of Sophocles' literary masterpiece, Trawny's operative
assumption is that the arbitrarines of'fare rose up to humble Heidegger,
just as it had in Oedipus' case. But the parallel very quickly loses its
cogency insofar 'IS Heidegger's partisanship for Nazism, fur fr rn being
an "error" or a faic-laden Ereignu, was an intentional act on his part. In
other words, ifit was an act of"desliny," it was a destiny that Heidcgger
himself had consci usly chosen. The suggestion that we revere Heidegger
as a tragic hero is the stuff of crude apologetics. As such, it dishonors
tragedy AS well as "heroism" a 3 manifestation of human excellence.
Heidcgger lacked the nobility of character necessary to qualify as tragic.
As Hannah Arendt remarked in a letter to K:"I Jaspers: Heidegger "Ii
notoriously always and everywhere, and whenever he can."69 As a polit-
ical actor, he was both maladroit .J1d small-minded. As Karl Lowith
commented, Heideggcr "failed to notice the destructive radicaJism of
the whole [ ational ociali t] movement and the petty bourgeois char
acter of all its 'strength through joy' [Kraft durds Frellde] institution,
because he himself was a radical petty bourgeois."'"

To qualitY as "tragic," one must rumble from great heights. Yet,
Heidcgger's character never rose to uch an exalted level. In truth, there
was very little that might be viewed as "tragic" about his alacritous par-
ticiparion in a regime that "murdered millions of Jews imply because
they were Je that made terror into an everyda phenomenon, and
that turned everything that pertain to the ideas of sprit, freedom, and
truth into its bloody opposite.'?' habby-yes. Tengic-hardly.

In Freedom to FR'~ Trawny also pruses Heidegger effusively for
his willingnes to "take risks." However, to prai risk-taking io the
ab tract, apart from the peci6c ends to whrch the risks are directed,
constitutes "dccisionism," purdy and Simply. Dccisionism demands that
one abstract from the pecific ends of acuon. It propo that, rather
than judging conduct byaltrui uc cntena ueh as the golden rule, what
counts above all i theforce of ""II ",,11,",Imh one daides. ivcn the Front
Generation' Wid pread disillusonrnent with higher ideal • during the
J920 ,deci ,on15m w able to make grcatlOroad among ·conser,-au\C
re,oluuonary" intellectual and pubhci IS:'

upp1cmenung hIS elegy to Heldegger the "nsk·wer: Tr3\\1lY
appends an additional laer of mI· u6 ation bl nalung HClde er
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as a "philosopher of an archie freedom." As Trawny observe: "The
an archie freedom of thinking demands, as an archie quesri ning,
'freedom for error.' To venture this freedom liberates one from sci-
ence and liberate one for history. An-archic thinking goes on an odys-
sey [Irrfahn] .... Being with ut error is technical routine [in which]
[t [hinking ccases."" Thi passage constiuues a breathtaking display of
philosophical arrogance. Admittedly, the e are harsh words; but under
the circumstances, nothing less will do.

In essence, Trawny divides the history of philosophy in two.
Approaches that refrain from taking the (in retrospect, quite fool-
Ish) ri ks that Heidegger took during the 1930s arc consigned to

the nether regions of "technical r utinc." In almost the same breath,
Trawny asserts that Hcidcggcr's Irrnisfahr a euphemism for the phi-
losopher's National Socialist involvcrnerus-e-led away from" cicncc"
(bad) toward the Promised Land of "History" (good). However, in
view of the execrable historical choices that Hcidegger made during the
1930 , there would seem little cause to rejoice. Time and again, instead
of acknowledging Heideggcr's shortcomings, Trawny exalts them by
according them an ontological dignity that is entirely unde crvcd. In
thi.sand other respects, Freedom to Fail abandons aspirations to serious
scholarship and devolves into hero-worship.

At the same time, one wonders with what justification can one

describe as "anarchic," or as in any meaningful sense inclined toward
"freedom," a philosophy like Heidegger's that is at such pains to glorify
modalities of ontological fatalism! As we have seen, one of the central
alms of the Dasein-Analyse in Bei,'B and Tillie is to subordinate aspira-
tions toward theoretical and moral autonomy to a series of finite and
inescapable ontological-hi torical encumbrances. Trawny's assurances
to the contrary notwithstanding, in Heidcgger's existential ontology
the longing for human freedom has been systematically stifled, insofar
as authentic Selfhood and Being-with-others (Mitsei,,) are consistently
sacrificed to the fateful imperatives of Sei1lJgesehiehte.

Another Heidegger student, Hans Jonas, astutely exposed the fail-
mgs of this dimension of Heidegger's work when he characterized the
"history of Being" as "fate-laden in every sense." Jonas concludes by
aptly observing that, "neither then nor now did Heidcggcr's thought
provide a "om. by which to decide how to answer uch calls."?' For
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those who remain perplexed, TIle Black Nocebooks offer a good indica-
tion of "Hcidcggerian normativiry."

In order to gain an additional measure of sympathy for Heidegger,
Trawny portrays him as a "sacrificial victim" of Gesc!;ic!;,fic!;keit (his-
toricity): as a pawn of historical force that were beyond his control.
As Trawny asserts: "[W]ho are those who 'truly decline' [''''terge!;",]?
They are tho e who recognize in the choreography of tragic bcyng that
the decline [V"tcrgang] must happen. Those who decline comply, they
hearken to the p ctic rhythm of being, they arc ... ripe for acrifice.?"
Here, Trawny implies that Heidcgger's nobility derives from his having
succumbed to a world historical process of "decline" as described by
penglcr and like minded ZivilisatiorlSkritiker. What make Hcidegger's
fate "tragic" is that, ultimately, he fell victim to a destiny or Gescbick
that was beyond the capacity of mere mortals to master or to resist.
On these grounds, Trawny would have us believe, i\ la Nietzsche, that
Heidegger's case is "beyond good and evil." llence in the last analysis,
it is inadmissible to judge his conduct according to standards that apply
to mere c rnmoners or the hoi polloi. Ultimately, critics who wish to
saddle him with responsibility for his actions arc trapped in the obsolete,
pre- Heideggerian paradigm of the "metaphysics of subjectivity."

In support of his case, Trawny invokes Heidegger's doctrine of
SeirlSgcsc!;ick (destining of Being). According to this notion, salvation
and hellfire arc elements of a primordial polcmos or ontological strife
that, willing or not, determines the human condition. As Heidegger
remarks: W Both salvation and perdition arc able to come to presence
only insofar as Being itself is riven with trife."76 Thu , according
to the precepts of ei"IBcsc!Jlck, ncither Heidegger nor hi fellow
Germans need assume respon ibility for their actions. They, tOO, are
"victims. "

However, as the phd pher Werner Mar has tressed, the
flaws inherent in Hcideggcr' embrace of Irrnu speak directJ ' to the
question of hIS partisanship for '.tional Socialism. After all, if from
an ontological historical perspective "truth" and "error" arc equipn-
mordial, hence, ineluctabl . intertwined, It i by no means clear "hy
one hould privilege "truth" over "error", Following 'ietzsche,
Heidegger' re reading of the h. tor) of philosophy suggested that the
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preference for "truth" over "error" was 3 nefarious legacy of PIaron ism.
Like ierzschc's "L.1St Man," [hose who failed ro surmount this prcju-
di e proved inadequate to the hallenges of "self overcoming."

When all is said and done, did not t leidegger's rejection of inher-
ired conceptions of truth, morality, and ju ticc ploy a significant role in
his atrraction to the ali behemoth as a radical political solution that
would mercifully bring the "decline of the West" to a halt? Did not
Heidegger's obdurate scorn for the Tradition becloud his capacity for
political judgment?

In this respect, l Icidcggcr's doctrine of "errancy," instead of
serving to exculpate Heidcgger, helps us to beuer understand the
philosophical motivation underlying hi fateful political choice. The
ever-present danger is that if "truth" and "error" are, as Hcidegger
claims, ontologically-hi torically covalent, acquiescence to "error"
merely becomes the price we must pay for submitting to the "destiny of
Being" qua "errancy." As Marx explains:

That the "National Socialist Revolution" as the "total transformation
of our German Dasein" could only take place violently, and
that it was pervaded by evil as well as by error and sham, for
Heideggcr might thus have simply resulted from an "occurrence
of truth. " And it might have for him been merely a consequence
of the coordination of evil and good in the clearing [U,ht,,,,O] of
Being, such that the founders of the state followed the directives
of evil without hi being able to hold them guilty on the basis
of "moral considerations." These references touch on the
difficult and disturbing problem of[Hcidegger's] relationship to
National ocialisrn and the effect of his related speeches, writings,
and actions in ofar as they cast doubt on the often heard view
that he "erred" with regard to the violence and the evil of the
ational ocialist Revolution. On the contrary, he must have a

priori assessed it correctly, since he viewed it as an "occurrence
of truth.""

What stands out as especially macabre is that, insofar as Heidegger
identified "world Jewry" as the main culprit driving the world-historical
process of "machination"-the technological reduction of all Being
to " tanding reserve"-1Iccording to this perspective, Heidcgger and
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the errnans were ultimately victims of the [ews. However, to blur the
lines between perpetrators and victims in this manner is to practice
"Holocaust inversion," insofar as it insinuates that the Jews were the
"executioners" and the "Germans" their victims. As historical experi
ence has taught) in almost every case) "Holocaust inversion" is a fir t
step on the path to Iiolocaust denial.
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